Interfraternity Council Meeting
February 3, 2014
Union Room 226
7:00 pm

CALL TO ORDER

ROLL CALL

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND SPEAKERS

• Luke Golata – Foxhole Paintball – President of Paintball USA
  o I’m going to be in the building tomorrow and Wednesday, then heading back to Chicago. For the next three days, you have an opportunity to get tickets to come play, and instead of paying $30 rate at the field, we have them for $5 a person.
  o I do this once a year, and I always get five or six of the fraternities, but you’re getting an all-day pass.
  o We’ll give you all of your gear, you’re getting access to all of our fields, and it’s all in a private group setting.
  o No commitment for dates, times or group sizes, but you have to place your order by Wednesday night.

Minutes were approved – Delta Lambda Phi moved to approve, Tau Kappa Epsilon seconded

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORTS

Presidents: Jared Marcuson (marcuson@ksu.edu)

• Expectations
• Sign up for a meeting time if you have not already done so. There is a Doodle Poll. It won’t take much longer than 5 or 10 minutes
• How IFC meetings will be run this semester

Vice Presidents: Cain Fouard (cainf@ksu.edu)

• The first Greek CORE went great, thanks to the chapters that have new members attending. The next meeting will be sometime on the 9th at the Rec.

Judicial Affairs: Dalton Savage (djsavage@ksu.edu)

• None

Risk Management: Brett Holle (ryder2015@ksu.edu)

• SRC Applications are due by February 11 in the Greek Affairs office. Great way for the new guys to get involved in the Greek community.
• Social Chair and Risk Management Roundtable will be February 11th from 8:30-9:30 in the Big 12 Room

Public Relations: Connor Hunt (cchunt@ksu.edu)
• Working on getting in touch with all of the new PR Chairs
• Planning a speaker with the PHC Director of PR for all of the PR Chairs
• Only 25% of the people viewing the Weekly Greek open it, we’re working on how to improve on the numbers for that.

Community & Internal Relations: Joey Wenberg (wenberg@ksu.edu)

• I need the chapter presidents to answer the email I sent asking for information for philanthropy and/or community service chairmen’s information. Please get that to me ASAP.
• Roundtable for Philanthropy and Community Service on Tuesday, February 11 @ 8:30 p.m. (Union Room 226) – It’s at the same time as the Risk Management roundtable, so members can carpool together if needed

Recruitment: Paul Meissbach (pmeiss@ksu.edu)

• Fraternity Experience is February 15th
  o Need 4 more drivers for the event, ask your members if there is anybody van-certified.
  o Help get the word out to chapters, only 8 have confirmed to be a participant
  o Need IFC 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
  o Remind your recruitment chairmen to respond, otherwise they will be assumed to not participate.
• Going to start cleaning up the registration process for PNMs.
  o It’s kind of a clunky process and not very streamlined.
  o I plan to personalize it and include all of the chapter’s names and recruitment chairmen on an email to make it easier for PNMs to get in touch with chapters.
  o Give me any ideas you may have.

Advisor’s Report: Brianna Hayes (briannah@ksu.edu) & Nate Spriggs (nspriggs@ksu.edu)

• Fraternity Experience will be held on February 15th and I am working with Paul in order to get information out to each of the chapters and PNMs
  o Only 8 chapters signed up to participate as of right now.
• Thank you to all of the Presidents and Council Officers who attended the Greek Leadership Retreat
• I have all chapters except Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Tri Delta, Pi Beta Phi, Acacia, FarmHouse, Sigma Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta Lambda Phi and Phi Gamma Delta. If you did not hear your name called you are one of my chapters and I need the chapter president to email me for a time to meet.
• Roster Updates for spring billing are due February 3rd
• Spring invoices go out in your mailboxes located in the Greek Affairs office on February 7th

Old Business

New Business
• Jared Marcuson – Expectations activity: This week, we’re going to talk about expectations. I want to get them down in writing, and give you guys answers to what you think IFC does or what we could be doing better.
  o Let us know, keep communication open
  o Facebook group for Presidents and IFC on it to keep chapters more in the loop.
  o Relaying information from Panhellenic Council that is pertinent to IFC as well
  o Be more prepared for meetings so we can improve efficiency
  o Help get more PNMs interested in Greek Life
• Is this meeting beneficial?
  o There will be topics in each meeting to discuss amongst ourselves
  o My goal is that what we discuss here can go back to the chapters, you can use us as the Board of Directors as speakers as well
  o
• Tau Kappa Epsilon moved to close the floor, Sigma Chi Seconded

For the Good of the Order/Announcements

• Acacia – Working on a softball philanthropy
• Alpha Gamma Rho – Annual philanthropy “Sell a Fella” was scheduled for this Friday, looking to move it to February 14 due to weather.
• Alpha Kappa Lambda – Just sent in our first alumni newsletter, gotten some good feedback
• Beta Sigma Lambda – Putting together a new philanthropy this semester
• Beta Theta Pi – Just had initiation week, Beta Lei is May 3rd, open to possibilities to partner
• Delta Chi – Travelled to Herington KS for chapter retreat
• Delta Lambda Phi – Working on getting a team for the Polar Plunge
• Delta Sigma Phi – Getting the wheels turning for Delta Sig Dogs, headed to Indianapolis for President’s academy at National HQ. Composite is missing so if you have any info, it will be welcomed
• Delta Upsilon – We have our first Alumni board meeting on Saturday ad exec retreat the next weekend
• FarmHouse – International consultant coming this week
• Kappa Sigma – Paired with Fuzzy’s so that 10% of proceeds going to military heroes, and it’s 10% off also – just mention Kappa Sigma
• Lambda Chi Alpha – Working on getting some dates down, first alumni event at the end of March
• Phi Delta Theta – Exec retreat on Saturday, rep from HQ is in town right now.
• Phi Kappa Theta – Will be picking up philanthropy forms Wednesday, help us donate to Children’s Miracle Network
• Pi Kappa Alpha – Just had exec retreat, social for spring semester
• Pi Kappa Phi – Had council of alumni meeting last Saturday, looking into a house as early as Fall 2015
• Sigma Alpha Epsilon – Working on new philanthropy
• Sigma Chi – Meeting with all other chapters from KS and all of the brothers are excited to study tomorrow
• Sigma Nu – Initiating new members this coming week
• Sigma Phi Epsilon – New community outreach program this semester, first one is going to the retirement home
• Sigma Pi – Leadership conference this weekend, got a lot of ideas
• Tau Kappa Epsilon – Ready for the Polar Plunge, looking to adopt a highway
• Theta Xi – First date party this Friday, currently without WiFi
• Triangle – Scheduled a brother dinner for this Friday, alumni appreciation formal for March 1 in KC

Announcements

• Turn in officer update list ASAP
• Roster lists were due today for Spring Billing
• Next meeting: **February 17th @ 7 PM in Union Room 226**

Important Dates to Remember

*Lambda Chi Alpha moves to adjourn, Sigma Phi Epsilon seconds*

• Risk Management roundtable (Tues. February 11, 8:30 in Big 12 Room)
• Philanthropy/Community Service roundtable (Tues. February 11, 8:30 in Room 226)